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Disinfecting surfaces does little to curb Covid's spread. So why are two big health nonprofits working with Clorox?
A Curious Union: Clorox, Cleveland Clinic, and the CDC Foundation
Tyra Banks is a known around the world as a model and TV personality — but the superstar wasn't always so iconic. Her mother, Carolyn London, sat down with TODAY's Sheinelle Jones to talk about ...
Tyra Banks' mom shares the advice that helped her daughter break barriers
A pediatrician and father reflects on a parent's choice to enroll their children in the COVID vaccine trials and finds a historical parallel.
The COVID-19 Child Pioneers: A Note of Gratitude to the Children and Their Parents
The test takes a look at one component of creativity called divergent thinking, which is the ability to generate diverse solutions to open-ended problems.
How creative are you? Scientists say simple word test could give you the answer
The lack of curiosity among Americans is a threat to our democracy. More and more folks feel more and more certain they have the exclusive answer to the most complex ...
Commentary: Our lack of curiosity is a threat to democracy
You can snuggle wolf pups all you want, they still won't 'get' you quite like your dog. You know your dog gets your gist when you point and say "go find the ball" and he scampers right to it. This ...
After 14,000 Years of Domestication, Dogs Have Some of the Same Cognitive Abilities As Human Babies
The European Travel Commission has launched a new consumer campaign to encourage transatlantic travel once again. Check it out.
European Travel Commission Encourages Americans to Visit Europe
Presenter Dr Kat Arney meets some of the researchers who are working to make sure that everyone gets the benefits of genetic research.
Genetics Unzipped podcast: Genes for all – Making sure everyone benefits from genetics research
the mother of his two children and a collaborator on many of his early research projects — passed away in 2001. According to his second wife, Lorrie Young, Frank was always curious and often ...
Family and Colleagues Remember Emeritus Professor Frank Young as a Kind and Curious Researcher
Modern Healthcare Hospital Operations Reporter Alex Kacik and Technology Reporter Jessica Kim Cohen talk about how some hospitals are viewing gun violence as a public health epidemic. Alex Kacik: ...
Beyond the Byline: Gun violence prompts preventative intervention
A new internal memo shows Bank of America Corporation is increasingly interested in the cryptocurrency industry.
Internal Memo Shows Bank of America Crypto Curious, Launching Research Team To Track Growing Ecosystem
Counsel of accused submits land transaction documents between de facto complainant and officers investigation espionage case ...
ISRO police frame-up case takes a curious turn
It wasn’t long after Hannah and Mark Corman’s son Austin was born that they knew something just wasn’t right. The Houston couple took him to the hospital at the age of five ...
Mommy Minute: Local golf tournament to fund research for Texas boy with rare disease
The timeline has gone from frustrating to ... both frustrating and curious, I suppose is how I would put it. Phil Miller and I talked about the short-term and long-term prognosis for Buxton and ...
The curious case of Byron Buxton's lingering injury
These were the words spoken by Nkoloso, the director-general of Zambia’s unofficial National Academy of Science, Space Research and Philosophy, who was also a science teacher, according to a ...
The curious case of Zambia’s Afronauts who failed to launch
In partnership with Nature Research, Merck has established The Spinoff ... At our company, we are curious minds dedicated to human progress. Enabling the world-wide science community is key ...
Merck - Curious minds dedicated to human progress
She is known for her research in the field of Comparative Climate Provisions ... “River of Life, River of Death:” The Curious Case of the Ganges Cadavers and its Implications in International Law, ...
‘River of Life, River of Death:’ The Curious Case of the Ganges Cadavers and its Implications in International Law
There’s more beneath all the fur. A carefully and calculated mind bent on riding, a thoughtful and compassionate soul, a student of the mountains. Turning riding into a career has taken decades, and ...
The Curious Case Of Nick Russell
Taco Bell said Wednesday that is testing the Naked Chalupa with Crispy Plant-Based Shell, another menu addition to reach vegetarian, vegan and "veggie-curious" customers. This latest item will be ...
Taco Bell tests a plant-based Chalupa option to reach the 'veggie-curious'
Driving through Montana, I stopped at nearly every historical marker. Back home in Oregon, I’d zoom right by the equivalent signs.
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